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Abstract: Abaza, a polysynthetic ergative Northwest Caucasian language, pos-
sesses a typologically unique system of forming content questions by means of
inflectional marking in the verb. I offer a detailed description of this peculiar
system, showing how it is grounded in the more general pattern of encoding
relativization by means of prefixes forming part of the basic cross-referencing
paradigms. I also discuss a tentative diachronic scenario, explaining how at least
a subpart of the synthetic interrogative marking in Abaza (and its close relative
Abkhaz) could have emerged via univerbation of pseudocleft focus constructions.
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1 Introduction

Interrogative constructions have not been a popular subject in linguistic typology,
despite the steadily growing body of literature in the “formalist” frameworks. Just a
few broad cross-linguistic studies and surveys of question constructions can be
mentioned, such as Ultan (1978), Chisholm (1984), Siemund (2001), Dryer (2005a,
2005b, 2005c), Idiatov (2007), Stolz et al. (2017) and Hölzl (2018). The typological
landscape of question constructions and cross-linguistic variation in this domain is
thus regrettably understudied. This paper aims at advancing the typology of inter-
rogative constructions by presenting a detailed description of one language-partic-
ular system of interrogativemarking – a system remarkable to such an extent that it
can be considered unique, i. e. a typological rarissimum in the sense ofWohlgemuth
and Cysouw (2010). The language in question is Abaza, a member of the polysyn-
thetic Northwest Caucasian family, related to the better-known Abkhaz, the only
other known language with a comparable system of interrogative constructions.
The outstanding peculiarity of interrogative constructions in Abaza (and, mutatis
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mutandis, in Abkhaz), setting it aside from both the other languages of the
Northwest Caucasian family and other polysynthetic languages, lies in the fact
that they are expressed primarily if not exclusively by morphological means, polar
and content questions alike. If for polar questions morphological marking on the
verb is fairly common cross-linguistically (cf. Dryer 2005c), such a type of expres-
sion of content questions has not been discussed in the theoretical and typological
literature so far. Consider characteristic examples1 (1) and (2) coming from oral
narratives collected in the Abaza village Inzhich-Chukun (Karachay-Cherkess
Republic, Russia) in 2017–2018.

(1) Abaza (Northwest Caucasian>Abkhaz-Abaza; textual examples)
j-wə́-c-kʷa-z-da l-hʷa-n
REL.ABS-2SG.M.IO-be.with-PL-PST.NFIN-Q.H 3SG.F.ERG-say-PST
‘Who was with you? she asked.’

(2) arə́j a ́χč’a n-ba ́-ʕa-z-ʁəč’
PROX DEF.money REL.TEMP-Q.ADV-DIR-1SG.ERG-steal(AOR)
‘When did I steal this money?’

As examples (1) and (2) show, Abaza content questions lack what is usually
considered the hallmark of such constructions, i. e. so-called interrogative pro-
nouns like who or where. Instead, special affixal morphology appears on the
predicate. It is this morphology, its interaction with other morphosyntactic
processes in Abaza and the putative rationale behind its use and coming
about that will be the main focus of this paper.

The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2 I will briefly lay out the
theoretical and typological background of my study, and in Section 3 I will
present the most important grammatical features of Abaza. In Section 4 a
detailed description of the Abaza interrogative constructions will be offered,
starting with polar interrogatives in Section 4.1 and proceeding with various
types of content interrogatives in Sections 4.2–4.4. Section 5 contains a general
discussion with some diachronic speculations and conclusions.

1 In this paper, for the sake of consistency with other publications of the Moscow research team
on Northwest Caucasian languages, the Northwest Caucasian examples are given in the
Caucasological transcription rather than in IPA (see Arkadiev & Lander forthcoming, for more
details). The most important divergences from IPA are as follows: ejective consonants are
marked by a dot below or above the symbol; palatalization is marked by an apostrophe; c, č,
š, ʒ, ǯ, ž denote dento-alveolar affricates and fricatives; s ̂, ẑ, c ̂ denote the so-called hissing-
hushing sounds whose phonetic interpretation has remained controversial and which do not
have corresponding IPA symbols.
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2 Some background on (content) interrogative
constructions

From the point of view of information structure, content questions are considered
to consist of focus and presupposition (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 282), as shown in (3):

(3) English
[What]focus [are you reading]presupposition?

Given the information-structural properties of content questions, it is no surprise
that the default option for the languages of the world is to encode the focus of
questions separately from their presupposition, in particular by employing
special lexical means for the interrogative focus, i. e. interrogative pronouns
(question/wh-words) like who or where (Ultan 1978: 53; Siemund 2001: 1018).

By contrast, polar, or yes/no-questions, which target the truth value of the
proposition, do not involve a partitioning of the propositional content into focus
and presupposition, and hence are cross-linguistically fairly frequently encoded
in ways parallel to other types of non-declarative illocutionary acts, i. e. by
means of special verbal morphology (164 out of 955 languages in the sample
of Dryer 2005c).

The bipartite focus-presupposition information structure of content questions
is in many languages directly reflected in morphosyntax in that content questions
are structurally similar to (pseudo)clefted focus constructions, with the question
word forming part of the (copular) predicate and the presupposition being
expressed as a headless relative clause, as in the alternative rendition of the
English example (3) in (4a) or in its neutral translation into (standard) French in
(5a). Compare the corresponding adnominal relative clauses in (4b) and (5b).

(4) English
a. [What is it] [that you are reading]?
b. the book [that you are reading]

(5) French
a. [Qu’est-ce] [que tu lis]?
b. le livre [que tu lis]

Pseudoclefts constitute the common strategy for expressing content questions in
the North Caucasian languages (Sumbatova 2009), the Northwest Caucasian
family being no exception. Thus, in West Circassian, which belongs to a branch
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of the family more distantly related to Abaza and Abkhaz, question words
function as (one-place) nominal predicates and attach the interrogative marker
-a, see example (6a), while the presupposition of the question is encoded as a
normal headless relative clause with the verb containing the relative prefix z-
and carrying the absolutive case marker -r, cf. its (internally) headed corre-
spondence in (6b).

(6) West Circassian (Northwest Caucasian > Circassian; own fieldwork data)
a. [səd-a] [wə-z-a-ǯʼe-re-r]?

what-Q 2SG.ABS-REL.IO-DAT-read-DYN-ABS
‘What are you reading?’ (lit.=4a)

b. txəλ-ew wə-z-a-ǯʼe-re-r
book-ADV 2SG.ABS-REL.IO-DAT-read-DYN-ABS
‘the book that you are reading’

This strategy is also employed in Abaza, which has independent question words
(of sorts, see more details in Section 4) appearing as main predicates in pseu-
doclefts, as shown in example (7a). However, such independent question words
in Abaza are optional, the same content being perfectly well expressed by verbal
morphology, as in example (7b).

(7) Abaza (Northwest Caucasian >Abkhaz-Abaza; own fieldwork data)
a. [ájs ̂a j-χʷən-gə́l-əw] [ac ̣̂ə́-ja]?

DEF.table REL.ABS-LOC-stand-PRS.NFIN what-Q.N
‘What is (lit. stands) on the table?’ (lit. “That stands on the table what
is it?”)

b. ájs ̂a j-χʷən-gə́la-ja?
DEF.table REL.ABS-LOC-stand-Q.N
‘=(7a)’

Importantly, as will be shown in greater detail in Section 4, the interrogative
verbal morphology in Abaza is in most respects identical to that employed in
relativization and thus wears its historical relationship to pseudoclefts on its
sleeve.

Thus, Abaza is typologically outstanding in that it can express both focus
and presupposition of content questions morphologically in the single polysyn-
thetic verbal form. Hence, question formation in this language is not only a
syntactic, but also – and primarily – a morphological phenomenon, or, to put it
differently, the borderline between morphology and syntax is drawn in Abaza
differently than in (most) other languages.
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Despite the fact that basically the same morphological strategy of formation
of content questions has been described for the closely related Abkhaz by Hewitt
(1979a: 10–23), this typological rarissimum has remained unnoticed by typolo-
gists, not being mentioned in such surveys as Ultan (1978), Siemund (2001), and
Velupillai (2012: 356–359); the only exception is Idiatov (2007: 271–278), whose
discussion of Abaza is based on the rather limited data from Genko (1955:
105–107).2 The goal of this paper is, first, to offer a more detailed and sophisti-
cated description of the Abaza facts and, second, to discuss their possible
typological and historical motivations.

As a side-note of caution, it is necessary to point out that the fully produc-
tive interrogative inflectional morphology of Abaza and Abkhaz should not be
confused with the so called interrogative verbs like Mandarin gànmá ‘do.what’
(see Hagège 2008): the latter express interrogativity and often indefiniteness
(Munro 2012) as part of their lexical meaning and always form closed classes.
Northwest Caucasian languages do not have interrogative verbs of this type.

3 A brief introduction to Abaza

Abaza (aba ́za bəzs ̂a ́, ISO 639–3 abq) is spoken by some 50,000 people, mainly in
the Abazinsky district of the Karachay-Cherkess Republic in the Russian North
Caucasus and in Turkey. In Russia, Abaza is one of the official languages of the
Karachay-Cherkess Republic and has a written standard used in media including
the internet. Its current use, however, is mostly limited to colloquial situations
and rural environments. Most if not all speakers of Abaza in Russia are bilingual
in Abaza and Russian, and many are also fluent in Kabardian (East Circassian);
Abaza has experienced considerable influence from the latter, including lexical
and even morphological borrowings as well as morpholexical and morphosyn-
tactic calques. Even though Abaza is strictly speaking not endangered (classified
by Ethnologue as “developing”),3 it, together with other local languages, under-
goes constant pressure from Russian. The major dialect of Abaza is Tapanta,
often considered to be the only “Abaza-proper” variant (cf. e. g. the genealogical
tree of the Abkhaz-Abaza dialects in Chirikba 2003: 14).

The current paper is mainly based on the data collected in 2017 and 2018 in the
village Inzhich-Chukun (jənǯ’ə́g’-č̣’ḳʷən) of the Abazinsky district of the Karachay-
Cherkess Republic during fieldtrips organized by the National Research University

2 Another work specifically dealing with question formation in Abaza is the recent paper by
Pazov (2016), written in Russian and not addressing typological issues.
3 https://www.ethnologue.com/cloud/abq
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“Higher School of Economics” and the Russian State University for the Humanities
(Moscow). Most examples are elicited, but data from a small collection of oral
narratives recorded and annotated by the members of our research team as well
as from published texts was also used. Published descriptions of Abaza include the
grammars by Genko (1955) and Tabulova (1976) (in Russian), a short sketch by
Lomtatidze, Klychev and Hewitt (1989) and a generative account of certain aspects
of morphosyntax by O’Herin (2002) (in English).

Like all languages of the Northwest Caucasian family (see Lander &
Testelets 2017 on West Circassian; Arkadiev & Lander forthcoming for a general
overview), Abaza is polysynthetic and predominantly morphologically ergative.
Its basic morphosyntax is consistently head-marking, all arguments being
expressed by prefixal pronominal markers on argument-taking expressions
including verbs, possessed nouns and postpositions. By contrast, overt nominals
cross-referenced by pronominal prefixes do not show any case marking. This is
illustrated by examples (8a) and (8b), both coming from recorded narratives.

(8) Abaza (textual examples)
a. j-s ̂ə-z-j-á-s-hʷ-ṗ

3SG.N.ABS-2PL.IO-BEN-3SG.M.IO-DAT-1SG.ERG-say-NPST.DCL
‘I will tell this to him about you.’

b. phʷǝs-ḳi l-sabǝ́jj dj-ʕa-li-q-áštǝlǝ-n
woman-INDF 3SG.F.IO-child 3SG.H.ABS-DIR-3SG.F.IO-LOC-forget-PST.DCL
‘A woman forgot about her child.’

The Abaza verb also includes affixes expressing valency increase (causative and
a host of applicatives, often with quite specific semantics, see O’Herin 2001),
various evaluative, aspectual, modal, temporal and spatial meanings, as well as
the independent vs. dependent status of predication. The schematic structure of
the verbal complex is shown in Table 1.

The template shown in Table 1 is not 100% rigid, with some affixes appearing
in different slots depending on their semantic scope and some slots, e. g. –8, –6
and +2, admitting multiple affixes. Form-meaning relations are quite complex,
especially in the domains of tense-aspect, negation and finiteness, where multiple
exponence and dependencies between non-adjacent slots are observed.

Abaza shows quite a robust division between morphology and syntax, at
least in that the boundaries of grammatical verbal words are in most cases
uncontroversial. Apart from a number of clearly delineated cases, every verbal
form in Abaza starts with an absolutive prefix in slot –12 and ends in a suffix
from one of the slots to the right of +3, with no proper part of this string being
able to occur on its own. Besides that, wordhood criteria in Abaza include the
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morphologically determined stress assignment (see Moroz 2018; cf. Spruit 1985
on Abkhaz) and a number of processes targeting elements on both sides of the
root (such as negation and relativization, see e. g. Panova 2018).

Morphological ergativity in Abaza is primarily manifested in the distinction
between the absolutive (intransitive S and transitive P) and the oblique (compris-
ing ergative, i. e. transitive A, and indirect object, such as ditransitive R as well
as the objects of applicatives) series of pronominal and relative markers, see
Table 2 and examples (9a–d). Note the important distinction between human
and nonhuman 3SgAbs markers.4

(9) Abaza (textual examples)
a. h-bza ́za-d

1PL.ABS-live(AOR)-DCL
‘We lived.’

b. awáʔa hə-ca-də-r-c ̣a-χ-nə́s
there 1PL.ABS-LOC-3PL.ERG-CAUS-lie-RE-PURP
‘so that they bury us there’

c. j-rə-z-ʕá-ʕ-ga-t ̣
3SG.N.ABS-3PL.IO-BEN-DIR-1PL.ERG-bring(AOR)-DCL
‘We brought it for them.’

d. j-ʕa-hə ́-r-tə-n
3SG.N.ABS-DIR-1PL.IO-3PL.ERG-give-PST
‘They gave it to us.’

Like all other Northwest Caucasian languages, Abaza formally distinguishes
between stative and dynamic verbs. Stative verbs have an impoverished

Table 2: Abaza pronominal prefixes.

absolutive oblique absolutive oblique

Sg s(ə)-/z- Pl h(ə)-/ʕ-
SgM w(ə)- Pl s ̂(ə)-/z ̂-
SgF b(ə)-/p- Pl j(ə)- r(ə)-/d(ə)-
SgM d(ə)- j(ə)- REL j(ə)- z(ə)-
SgF l(ə)-
SgN j(ə)-/⊘- a-/na-

4 The absolutive prefixes of the 3rd person singular non-human and 3rd person plural may be
dropped, usually only if the corresponding noun phrase immediately precedes the verb.
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paradigm (see below) and comprise a closed class of verbal predicates denoting
posture, location, possession, and certain modal notions, as well as resultative
derivatives of dynamic verbs; besides that, any non-verbal lexical stem assumes
stative verbal inflection when used predicatively, see example (10). Dynamic
verbs form an open class, including not only activities and events, but some
state-denoting predicates as well, e. g. ‘know’.

(10) Abaza (textual example)
sará s-an d-adəg’á-b
1SG 1SG.IO-mother 3SG.H.ABS-Circassian-NPST.DCL
‘My mother is Circassian.’

An important division exists in Abaza between “finite” and “non-finite”, or rather,
declarative and non-declarative, verbal forms, cross-cutting the tense-aspect para-
digm. The non-finite forms can be considered in some waymorphologically basic, in
that, first, some affirmative finite forms differ from the corresponding non-finite ones
by the presence of special declarative markers, and, second, in that the non-finite
paradigm serves as the basis for a much wider array of forms, such as relativization,
converbs, non-declarativemoods, as well as (partly) for both the finite and non-finite
negative forms. Tables 3 and 4 show the affirmative and negative finite and non-
finite forms of basic tenses for both stative and dynamic verbs.

As can be seen from Table 4, the expression of negation in Abaza involves
extended exponence in the finite forms, with the general variable-position

Table 3: Affirmative finite vs. non-finite forms of major tenses.

finite non-finite

stative verbs present -ṗ/-ba -əwb

past -n -z

dynamic verbs present -əj-t ̣ -wac

aorist -t ̣/-da (-z)
imperfect -wa-n -wa-z
future I -wa-š-t ̣ -wa-š
future II -ṗ/-b -ra

aIn the variant of Tapanta Abaza spoken in Inzhich-Chukun, the declarative
endings have both glottalized and voiced variants, the latter being con-
sidered more colloquial.
bThis marker is dropped before the non-human interrogative suffix -ja.
cIn a-final stems, the sequence a-wa changes into əw [u] before certain affixes.
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negative marker -m- supplemented by the negative prefix g’- occurring in slot –11
and incompatible with those markers of subordination that occupy the same slot.
The negation prefix is absent from all non-finite and, more broadly, non-declar-
ative forms (including e. g. the imperative), regardless of whether they have any
subordination prefix. The only exception to this rule is the negative polar inter-
rogative forms, which combine non-finite tense-aspect morphology with prefixal
negation (see Section 4.1).

Crucial for the analysis of content questions in Abaza is the formation of
relative verbal forms. The Northwest Caucasian type of relativization, described by
Hewitt (1979b) and Kibrik (1992) for Abkhaz and Caponigro and Polinsky (2011)
and Lander (2010, 2012) for West Circassian, and, rather preliminarily, by O’Herin
(2002: Ch. 8) for Abaza, involves markers of relativization forming part of the
pronominal prefix system and occupying the same slots in the verbal template as
the genuine person-number-gender markers (cf. the notion of “wh-agreement”,
Chung 1994; O’Herin 2002: Ch. 8; also see Lander & Daniel 2019, for a typological
interpretation of this relativization strategy). The relative prefixes are j- for the
absolutive and z- for the oblique (cf. Table 2 above). Relativization is expressed by
verbal forms from the non-finite paradigm with the slot that corresponds to the
relativized argument occupied by a relative prefix, see examples (11a-d). The
relative clause itself may either follow or precede the nominal head.

(11) Abaza (elicited)
a. a-phwə́spa c ̣̂a j-lə́-s-t-t ̣

DEF-girl apple 3SG.N.ABS-3SG.F.IO-1SG.ERG-give(AOR)-DCL
‘I gave an apple to the girl.’

b. a-ĉ̣a ́i [a-phwə́spa ji-lə́-s-tə-z]
DEF-apple DEF-girl REL.ABS-3SG.F.IO-1SG.ERG-give-PST.NFIN
‘the apple I gave to the girl’

Table 4: Negative finite vs. non-finite forms of major tenses.

finite non-finite

stative verbs present g’-Π-Ʃ-m Π-Ʃ-m
past g’-Π-Ʃ-mə-z-t ̣ Π-Ʃ-mə-z

dynamic verbs present g’-Π-Ʃ-wa-m Π-m-Ʃ-wa
aorist g’-Π-m-Ʃ-t ̣ Π-m-Ʃ
imperfect g’-Π-m-Σ-wa-z-t ̣ Π-m-Σ-wa-z
future I g’-Π-Ʃ-wa-šə-m Π-m-Ʃ-wa-š
future II g’-Π-Ʃ-rə-m Π-m-Ʃ-ra
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c. a-phwə́spai [c ̣̂a zi-s-tə-z]
DEF-girl apple [3SG.N.ABS]REL.IO-1SG.ERG-give-PST.NFIN
‘the girl whom I gave an apple’

d. á-č̣’k ̣ʷəni [a-phwə́spa c ̣̂a lə ́-zi-tə-z]
DEF-boy DEF-girl apple [3SG.N.ABS]3SG.F.IO-REL.ERG-give-PST.NFIN
‘the boy who gave an apple to the girl’

Relative clauses in Abaza often occur without a nominal head; such headless
relative clauses are used as noun phrases referring to appropriate participants,
cf. examples (12a–b).

(12) Abaza (textual examples)
a. [wəz ̂ə́ jǝ-r-čpa-wá] mač ̣’-p ̇ awə́j

now REL.ABS-3PL.ERG-do-IPF little-NPST.DCL DIST

‘What they do now is just a little.’
b. [alláh jə-z-la-jə́-hʷa-z]

god 3PL.ABS-REL.IO-INS-3SG.M.IO-ask-PST.NFIN
ʕa-rə́-da-hʷ-t ̣
DIR-3PL.IO-LOC-arrive(AOR)-DCL
‘They got what they had asked God about.’

In addition to the relativization of arguments, relativization of adjuncts, i. e. ele-
ments normally not cross-referenced in the predicate, such as temporal, locative
and manner modifiers, is also possible and is achieved by adverbial relativization
prefixes in the slot –11, see examples in (13). When used without a relativized
nominal, such forms head locative, temporal, manner and some other subordinate
clauses; hence, these prefixal markers may be considered adverbial subordinators.

(13) Abaza (textual examples)
a. [q ̇ʷərɮə́q ̇ʷ an-s-χ-ə́w-z] ásqan

service REL.TEMP-1SG.ERG-carry-IPF-PST.NFIN time
‘at the time I was at the military service’

b. [h-ʔa-n-χa-wá] ápχ’arta
1PL.ABS-REL.LOC-LOC-work-IPF DEF.school
‘the school where we work’

c. a-sabǝ́j-kʷa… á-rqa a-pnǝ́
DEF-child-PL DEF-field 3SG.N.IO-to
jǝ-š-ná-r-g-wa-z
3PL.ABS-REL.MNR-DIR-3PL.ERG-bring-IPF-PST.NFIN
‘how they brought children to the field’
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Now we are prepared to embark on a detailed discussion of interrogative
verbal forms in Abaza.

4 Interrogative verbal forms in Abaza

Interrogative verbal forms in Abaza are primarily classified into polar interrogative
forms and content interrogative forms, with the latter being further subdivided into
argument interrogatives and adjunct interrogatives. In this section I will discuss all
of them in turn, starting with polar interrogatives in subsection 4.1 and going to the
two types of content interrogatives in subsections 4.2 and 4.3. In subsection 4.4
special properties of questions in complex clauses will be discussed.

4.1 Polar interrogatives

Polar interrogatives are formed by attaching the interrogative ending -ma (slot + 7)
to non-finite tense-aspect forms; the cross-referencing of arguments remains intact.
Examples (14a) and (14b) show the corresponding present tense declarative and
interrogative forms for stative verbs, here formed on the basis of a nominal root
borrowed from Russian.

(14) Abaza (textual examples)
a. s-górec-ṗ

1SG.ABS-highlander-NPST.DCL
‘I am a highlander.’

b. wə-górec-əw-ma
2SG.M.ABS-highlander-PRS.NFIN-Q
‘Are you a highlander?’

Examples below showpolar interrogatives based on different tense forms of dynamic
verbs: present in (15a), aorist in (15b), imperfect in (15c), and future in (15d).

(15) Abaza
a. w-na-ʒ-ə́w-ma a-ẑʕʷánd a-qáχ’

2SG.M.ABS-DIR-reach-IPF-Q DEF-sky 3SG.N.IO-surface
‘Does one (lit. you) reach the sky?’ (textual example)

b. a-saɮáms ̂ʔa-kʷa b-ʕʷə ́-ma
DEF-letter-PL 2SG.F.ERG-write(AOR)-Q
‘Did you write the letters?’ (elicited)
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c. s-anə́-c ̂ a ́sqan
1SG.ABS-REL.TEMP-sleep time
jə-z-də ́r-χ-wa-z-ma š’ta
3SG.N.ABS-1SG.ERG-know-RE-IPF-PST.NFIN-Q PTCL

‘How could I remember it when I had fallen asleep?’ (textual example)
d. ársa h-š’t ̣á-zl-əw-š-ma

this.way 1PL.ABS-lie-DYN-IPF-FUT-Q
‘Will we keep lying down this way?’ (textual example)

Negative polar interrogatives in Abaza differ from all other forms of the non-
finite paradigm in obligatorily featuring the negative prefix g’-, cf. a textual
example in (16) and a minimal pair in (17) showing that the omission of this
prefix leads to ungrammaticality.

Abaza
(16) wə-g’ə-m-pχaš’-ə́w-ma

2SG.M.ABS-NEG-NEG-be.ashamed-IPF-Q
‘Aren’t you ashamed?’ (textual example)

(17) aχč’á *(g’-)bə́-ma-m-ma
DEF.money *(NEG-)2SG.F.IO-have-NEG-Q
‘Don’t you have money?’ (elicited)

As such, the Abaza polar interrogative verbal forms do not present anything
special; as already mentioned above, it is fairly common for the languages of the
world to encode polar interrogatives by means of verbal morphology. Other
Northwest Caucasian languages are no exception to this; consider examples
(18) from West Circassian and (19) from Ubykh, also showing dedicated inter-
rogative endings closing the verbal form.

(18) West Circassian (textual example)
sə-qe-w-e-λeʁʷ-a, t-jat?
1SG.ABS-DIR-2SG.ERG-DYN-see-Q 1PL.PR-POSS+father
‘Do you see me, father?’

(19) Ubykh (Fenwick 2011: 133; transcription and glossing adapted)
kwénje-ʁe s ̂w-ḳ’e-bz ̂é-q̇e-ne-s ̂
Konya-LOC 2PL.ABS-go-EMP-PST-PL-Q
‘Have you (pl) ever been to Konya?’
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4.2 Content interrogatives I: Argument questions

Questions targeting arguments, i. e. participants encoded as absolutive, ergative,
indirect object, or indirect objects introduced by the numerous applicatives, are
formed on the basis of argument relativization. The syntactic role of the question
variable is indicated by a relative prefix in the relevant position, and the inter-
rogative status of the verbal form is indicated in slot +7 by one of the two
suffixes additionally encoding the human (-da) vs. non-human (-ja) class of
the variable. Note that these suffixes are formally similar to the 3rd person
absolutive prefixes of the human (d-) and non-human (j-) class, respectively
(this issue will be further discussed in Section 5).

Below I provide both elicited and textual examples of argument interrog-
atives for all relevant syntactic positions. Examples (20a,b) show the absolutive
S of an intransitive verb, and examples (21a,b) the absolutive P of transitive
verbs. In both cases the absolutive slot –12 is occupied by the relative prefix j-.

Abaza (elicited)
(20) a. j-ʕa-k ̣a-s ̂á-ja?

REL.ABS-DIR-LOC-fall(AOR)-Q.N
‘What fell?’

b. j-ʕa-k ̣a-s ̂á-da?
REL.ABS-DIR-LOC-fall(AOR)-Q.H
‘Who fell?’

(21) a. jə-b-ba ́-da?
REL.ABS-2SG.F.ERG-see(AOR)-Q.H
‘Whom did you (woman) see?’

b. j-ʕá-b-g-ja?
REL.ABS-DIR-2SG.F.ERG-bring(AOR)-Q.N
‘What did you bring?’

Turning to the positions marked with the relative prefix z-, consider examples
(22a,b) with the transitive A in the ergative slot and examples (23a,b) with the
indirect object of a ditransitive and an intransitive verb.

Abaza (elicited)
(22) a. w-ʕa-z-rə-há-ja?

2SG.M.ABS-DIR-REL.ERG-CAUS-fear(AOR)-Q.N
‘What frightened you (man)?’
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b. wə-z-bá-da?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.ERG-see(AOR)-Q.H
‘Who saw you (man)?’

(23) a. arə ́j a-k’táp zə-b-tə́-da?
PROX DEF-book REL.IO-2SG.F.ERG-give(AOR)-Q.H
‘Whom did you (woman) give this book?’

b. wə-z-pš-wa ́-ja?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.IO-look-IPF-Q.N
‘What are you (man) looking at?’

Questions targeting the objects of applicatives are formed in the same way, i. e.
by placing the relative prefix z- in front of the applicative prefix, i. e. to the
position occupied by prefixes cross-referencing the applied indirect object.
Consider examples (24a) with the benefactive,5 (24b) with the malefactive,
(24c) with the comitative, and (24d) with the instrumental.

(24) Abaza
a. jə-z-zə-w-hʷ-əw-š-ja j-rə-wa-ta

3SG.N.ABS-REL.IO-BEN-2SG.M.ERG-say-IPF-
FUT-Q.N

3SG.N.ABS-3PL.IO-be.part-
ADV

a-wəs–naq ̇ʷ-ʒa-kʷa?
DEF-thing–base-INTF-PL
‘About what will you say that it is of the worst things?’ (AMPPR: 14)

b. wə-z-ĉ-ŝa-wa ́-ja?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.IO-MAL-fear-IPF-Q.N
‘What do you (man) fear (lit. against)?’ (elicited)

c. bə-z-c-nə́q ̇ʷa-wa-da?
2SG.F.ABS-REL.IO-COM-walk-IPF-Q.H
‘With whom do you (woman) walk?’ (elicited)

d. səwp z-la-rə́-ẑ-wa-ja?
soup REL.IO-INS-3PL.ERG-drink-IPF-Q.N
‘What do people eat soup with?’ (elicited)

Relative forms in Abaza can optionally attach the plural suffix -kʷa in the slot +3,
see example (25), and the interrogative forms do so as well, see examples (26a)
(= 1) with the question about the absolutive and (26b) with the question about the

5 The use of the benefactive applicative to introduce the “topic” with verbs of speech is
common across Northwest Caucasian languages.
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oblique. The plural suffix further restricts the domain of possible answers to
pluralities of entities.

(25)
Abaza
[awaʔa ́ j-ʕa-ta-χa-kʷá-z] a ́baza-kʷa
there REL.ABS-DIR-be.in-INC-PL-PST.NFIN Abaza-PL
r-ák ̣ʷa-p ̇
3PL.IO-COP-NPST.DCL
‘Those who remained there are the Abaza people.’ (textual example)

(26) a. j-wə́-c-kʷa-z-da l-hʷá-n
REL.ABS-2SG.M.IO-be.with-PL-PST.NFIN-Q.H 3SG.F.ERG-say-PST
‘Who was with you? she asked.’ (textual example)

b. ž’ə zə-m-fa-kʷa-wa ́-da?
meat REL.ERG-NEG-eat-PL-IPF-Q.H
‘lit. Who (are those who) don’t eat meat?’ (elicited)

Identity questions like ‘who are you’ or ‘what is this’ are based on the lexical
stem maʕnə ‘role, content’ (itself an Arabic borrowing) and target its absolutive
argument, consider example (26). Note that the interrogative suffix is always
non-human, see Idiatov (2007: 51–60) about possible typological parallels.

(27) Abaza
wará jə-w-maʕnə́-ja/*-da?
2SG.M REL.ABS-2SG.M.IO-role-Q.N/*-Q.H
‘Who are you (man)?’ lit. ‘What is your role?’

As can be seen, the peculiar strategy of forming argument questions in Abaza is
highly elegant and logical, drawing upon the powerful morphosyntactic mech-
anism employed elsewhere in the grammar (i. e. relativization) and supplement-
ing it with just two additional morphemes (the interrogative suffixes per se).

Let us turn to more intricate types of questions also employing the same
strategy. Adnominal possessors in Abaza are encoded as indirect objects of
nominals, see example (28a), therefore it is no surprise that questions targeting
possessors are ultimately formed in the same way as questions about indirect
objects. The simplest way to see this is when the possessed noun functions as
the predicate, as in examples (28b,c); recall that nominal predicates behave in
many respects like stative verbs in Abaza. Questioning the possessor of an
argument involves a more complex process: first, a pseudocleft construction is
formed with the relevant nominal as the predicate, then the possessor of the
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latter is questioned in the way regular for indirect objects, see example (28d),
where the relevant participants are co-indexed.

(28) Abaza (elicited)
a. s-pa

1SG.IO-son
‘my son’

b. də-s-pá-b
3SG.H.ABS-1SG.IO-son-NPST.DCL
‘He is my son.’

c. də-z-p-ə́w-da?
3SG.H.ABS-REL.IO-son-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Whose son is he?’ (lit. Who is the one whose son he is?)

d. jə-zj-sabə́ji-əw-daj [a-páχ’ ji-na-ʕʷ-ʕá-wa]?
3PL.ABS-REL.IO-child-PRS.NFIN-Q.H DEF-yard REL.ABS-LOC-run-DIR-IPF
‘Whose children are running in the garden?’ (lit. Who is the one whose
children are those who are running in the garden?)

Abaza has a number of postpositions mainly going back to relational nouns;
they are usually furnished with an indirect object prefix cross-referencing the
object nominal, as in example (29).

(29) Abaza (textual example)
aχč’á a-qáz-la
DEF.money 3SG.N.IO-for-INS
‘because of the money’

Questions targeting the objects of postpositions are, however, formed differently
from questions about possessors of arguments, i. e. “analytically”: the relative
prefix appears on the postposition, and the interrogative suffix on the verb,
which is itself not turned into a relativization, see example (30); hence, no
pseudocleft with the postposition as predicate is formed. This may have to do
with postpositions’ having desemanticized and lost their predicative potential,
as well as with the fact that the only way to form a pseudocleft with a post-
position as predicate is by adding to the verb an applicative synonymous with
the postposition, and not all postpositions have corresponding applicatives.

(30) Abaza (elicited)
z-ack ̣ə́s lasə́ wə́-ʕʷ-wa-da?
REL.IO-than fast 2SG.M.ABS-run-IPF-Q.H
lit. ‘You run faster than who?’
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Questions like ‘Which book did you read?’ are based on predicates ‘be like’
or ‘belong’, which occur as prenominal modifiers to the head noun, with which
they form a single nominal complex behaving in many respects like a grammat-
ical word, as do most non-possessive modifiers in the Northwest Caucasian
languages (see e. g. Lander 2017 on West Circassian). The question targets the
indirect object of these predicates, whose slot is occupied by the relative prefix,
and the non-human interrogative suffix occurs at the end of the whole complex,
i. e. on the head noun. The sentence, as in questions about the possessor of an
argument, forms a pseudocleft with the main predicate relativized, see examples
(31a,b). Alternatively, ‘be like’ can form the complete predicate by itself without
combining with the head noun, as in example (31c).

(31) Abaza
a. z-apš–wə ́s-ja [wa á-mara

REL.IO-be.like–thing-Q.N 2SG.M DEF-sun
z-kʷə-w-mə-r-ḳk ̣a-rə́-z]?
REL.IO-LOC-2SG.ERG-NEG-CAUS-shine-FUT.NFIN-PST.NFIN
‘What kind of things wouldn’t you (man) let the sun shine upon?’ (lit.
Like what are the things that you wouldn’t let the sun shine upon?)
(AMPPR: 14)

b. d-z-ac ̣̂–phʷə ́spa-ja [sə-z-ba-rnə́s z-taq-ə́w]?
3SG.H.ABS-REL.IO-belong–
girl-Q.N

1SG.ABS-REL.ERG-see-
PURP

REL.IO-need-PRS.
NFIN

‘Which girl wants to see me?’6 (elicited)
c. d-z-apšə́-ja a-phʷə ́spa [bzəj

3SG.H.ABS-REL.IO-be.like-Q.N DEF-girl good
wə ́-z-ba-wa]?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.ERG-see-IPF

‘Which girl loves you?’ (lit. What is the girl like who loves you?’)
(elicited)

In a similar fashion, questions about quantity are formed by means of a speci-
alized lexical item ʔara tentatively glossed ‘as much’, which takes an indirect
object relative prefix and either forms a nominal complex with its head noun,
the remainder of the clause being relativized, as in example (32a), or functions
like a postposition yielding an analytic interrogative, as in example (32b).

6 The issue of multiple relative prefixes in (31b) will be discussed in Section 4.4.
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(32) Abaza
a. z-ʔara–ápχ’aga-ja bə-z-pχ’á-z?

REL.IO-as.much–book-Q.N 2SG.F.ABS-REL.IO-read-PST.NFIN
‘How many books have you read?’ (lit. How many books are such that
you read?) (elicited)

b. abaza–alfavit a-harəf-kʷa z-ʔara j-na-ʒa-wa-ja?
Abaza–
alphabet

3SG.N.IO-letter-
PL

REL.IO-as.
much

3PL.ABS-DIR-reach-IPF-
Q.N

‘How many letters are there in the Abaza alphabet?’ (ARPC)

In addition to the interrogative verbal forms described above, Abaza argument
questions can be formed by means of independent interrogative words (corre-
sponding to ‘what’ and ‘who’) occurring as predicates in pseudocleft structures,
as shown in example (7a) above and in some further examples below. However,
on closer inspection, these independent question words turn out to be either
genuine interrogative verbal forms based on the root ‘belong’ (see e. g. Genko
1955: 105), like d-z-ac ̣̂ə́-ja ‘who’, lit. “what does s/he belong to”, in example
(33a), or transparently historically going back to such forms, like the slightly
decategorized ac ̣̂ə́-ja ‘what’ in example (33b) or the phonologically eroded də́-z-
da ‘who’, synchronically consisting of the human absolutive prefix, the relative
indirect object prefix, and the human interrogative suffix, see example (33c) (see
also Pazov 2016, who, among other things, argues that də́-z-da and its fuller
variant d-a-z-ə́w-da ‘who’ go back to the root -wa- ‘be part of’). Note that the
argument question markers -ja and -da occur on these interrogative words and
not on the lexical predicate. This naturally follows from the pseudoclefted
structure of these constructions: the main predicate of the pseudocleft is the
interrogative word furnished with the question marker, while the remainder of
the sentence is a headless relative clause.

(33) Abaza (textual examples)
a. š’ta awə ́j aʕán d-z-ac ̣̂ə́-ja

PTCL DIST then 3SG.H.ABS-REL.IO-belong-Q.N
j-z-lə-r-b-ə́w-š?
3SG.N.ABS-REL.IO-3SG.F.ERG-CAUS-see-IPF-FUT
‘Whom will she show it then?’

b. ac ̣̂ə́-ja, š’ta, wəẑə́-g’əj j-ʕa-wə́-z-t-wa
belong-Q.N PTCL now-ADD 3SG.N.ABS-DIR-2SG.M.IO-REL.ERG-give-IPF
gʷərʕʷara ́?
grief
‘What makes you grief?’ (lit. What is it that gives you grief?) (AMPPR: 15)
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c. jə-z-də́r-ra a-taq-ə́w
3SG.N.ABS-REL.ERG-know-MSD 3SG.N.IO-need-PRS.NFIN
də-z-da ́?
3SG.H.ABS-REL.IO-Q.H
‘Who should know it?’

Such interrogative words can even inflect for tense, consider example (34) with
the past tense suffix:

(34) Abaza (textual example)
jə-h-č’p-ə ́w-šə-z ac ̣̂ə́-z-ja š’ta?
REL.ABS-1PL.ERG-do-IPF-FUT-PST.NFIN belong-PST-Q.N PTCL

‘What would we have done?’ (lit. What was it that we would have done?’)

Thus even if it is legitimate to say that Abaza has independently occurring
question words, which are used on a par with and perhaps even more frequently
than the purely morphological interrogative forms, the affinity of these question
words to the productive system of interrogative verbal morphology is still quite
transparent. This is manifested not only in their morphological makeup and
syntactic behaviour, but also in the fact that such items do not have any non-
interrogative uses – in sharp contrast with e. g. Circassian question words,
which not only have nothing in common with verbs in form, but also have
prominent non-interrogative, i. e. indefinite, uses (see Kapitonov 2009;
Nikolaeva 2012: 5–51), cf. examples (35a,b).

(35) West Circassian (textual examples)
a. səd-a p-ŝ ̣e-re-r?

what-Q 2SG.ERG-do-DYN-ABS
‘What are you doing?’

b. səd ja-s-ʔʷe-ž’ə-me,
what 3PL.IO+DAT-1SG.ERG-say-RE-COND
wə-z-ʁe-reze-n?
2SG.ABS-1SG.ERG-CAUS-glad-MOD

‘If I tell them something, will I make you happy?’

4.3 Content interrogatives II: Adjunct questions

Adjunct interrogative forms in Abaza are formally quite distinct from argument
interrogative ones; nevertheless, they ultimately employ the same logic. The basis
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of adjunct interrogatives is the adjunct relative forms shown above in examples
(12a–c). However, instead of the interrogative suffixes, adjunct interrogatives employ
the special prefix -ba- immediately following the relative prefix in slot –11 (for the
sake of simplicity I assume that the complex “subordinator+interrogative” belong to
the same slot). Example (36a) shows the question about time with the temporal
relativizer (a)n-, example (36b) a question about location and example (36c) a
question about spatial goal, both with the locative relativizer (ʔ)a-; further, example
(36d) with a question about spatial source shows the locative relativizer a- with an
additional direction marker, and (36e) illustrates a question about manner with the
manner relativizer š-; note that after unvoiced consonants the question prefix surfa-
ces as -pa-.7

(36) Abaza
a. h-an-bá-də-r-č’-əw-š?

1PL.ABS-REL.TEMP-Q.ADV-3PL.ERG-CAUS-eat(INTR)-IPF-FUT
‘When will they give us to eat?’ (elicited)

b. j-a-ba ́-ʕa-z-ʁəč’ arə́j áχč’a j-sə́-m-əw?
3SG.N.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-DIR-
1SG.ERG-steal

PROX DEF.
money

REL.ABS-1SG.IO-
have-PRS.NFIN

‘Where did I steal this money that I have?’ (textual example)
c. s ̂-a-ba-ca-χ, aẑa-ta j-aʔ-əw?

2PL.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-go-RE word-ADV REL.ABS-be-PRS.NFIN
‘Where have you gone, the words that there are?’ (textual example8)

d. w-a-χ’-pa ́-ʕa-j-wa?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-ELAT-Q.ADV-DIR-go-IPF
‘Where are you coming from?’ (elicited)

e. r-wəs š-pa ́-c-əw-š?
3PL.IO-thing REL.MNR-Q.ADV-pass-IPF-FUT
‘How will their work go on?’ (textual example)

7 The apparently natural question (actually raised by one of the reviewers) arising with respect
to the adverbial interrogative prefix -ba- is whether it cannot be analyzed as an incorporated
generic interrogative pronoun. In my opinion, this is simply a wrong question to ask, since any
possible answer to it is not really helpful. Assume the answer is “yes”; in this case Abaza is a
language with obligatory incorporation of a generic question word indiscriminately referring to
places, times and manners into verbal forms furnished with specialized adverbial relativization
markers, which does not seem to make Abaza in any way less unique, but, in my view,
unnecessarily complicates the picture.
8 http://www.wysotsky.com/7005.htm?2, accessed March 24 2018.
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An exception to this pattern is constituted by questions about purpose and
reason, which follow the argument question model at least in that they employ
the non-human interrogative suffix -ja instead of the adverbial interrogative
prefix -ba-. The marker of purpose/reason is the prefix z- in slot –11, probably
going back to the combination of the benefactive z- with the indirect object
relative prefix z-. Example (37a) shows a reason non-finite form in a non-
interrogative function, and example (37b) illustrates an interrogative form
based thereupon. Both examples come from the same text, (37a) in fact being
part of the answer to the question in (37b).

(37) Abaza (textual examples)
a. awə́j ák ̣ʷ-p ̇ jə-z-ʕa-s-m-a ́χʷə-z

DIST COP-NPST 3PL.ABS-REL.RSN-DIR-1SG.ERG-NEG-take-PST
‘That’s why I didn’t bring them here.’

b. awa ́sa wə́-nbʒ ̌’aʕʷ-c ̂a-kʷa z-ʕa ́-wə-m-d-ja?
but 2M.IO-friend-PL.H-PL REL.RSN-DIR-2SG.M.ERG-NEG-lead-Q.N
‘But why didn’t you bring your friends here?’

Cross-linguistically, the pattern of encoding of purpose and reason questions
similarly to questions about beneficiary is fairly common, cf. Lithuanian kam ‘to
whom; what for’; see also Schmidtke-Bode (2010).

As to independent adverbial interrogatives of the kind shown above for
argument interrogatives, it is fairly safe to say that Abaza has none. Despite
the fact that in elicitation native speakers sometimes produce adjunct inter-
rogative forms of the copula with the remaining part of the clause encoded as
the corresponding adjunct relative, as in example (38), such forms only very
rarely occur in texts.

(38) Abaza (elicited)
j-a-ba ́-ḳʷ-əw w-ʔa-bza ́za-wa?
3SG.N.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-COP-NPST.NFIN 2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-live-IPF
‘Where do you live?’, lit. ‘Where is it where you live?’ (example courtesy of
Anastasia Panova)

I would like to conclude this section by an observation that the strategy of
encoding content questions found in Abaza naturally precludes formation of
multiple interrogatives of the kind Who bought what? or Where did who go?.
Indeed, since no more than one morphosyntactic position can be relativized at a
time in the verbal morphology of Abaza (the only exception to this rule is the
situations when distinct argument positions are referentially co-indexed, see
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Section 4.4.3), it is hardly conceivable what a multiple content interrogative
could look like (for other languages without multiple questions see Stoyanova
2008). The native speakers whom I presented naturally looking scenarios and
who told me that they had a clear understanding of what a multiple content
question means in Russian unanimously resigned when trying to think of an
adequate expression in Abaza. Likewise, Hewitt reports the lack of multiple
content questions in Abkhaz in his grammar (Hewitt 1979a: 21): “Is it possible
to question more than one thing in a sentence? No.” The closest Abaza comes to
multiple content questions is coordination of question words as in example (39)
from a magazine text; note that here only the ‘who’ question word is represented
by a relative prefix in the main verb, with the temporal relative form literally
“hanging in the air” unlinked to anything in the remainder of the sentence.

(39) Abaza (textual example, ARPC)
d-z-aĉ̣ə-ja jg’əj j-an-ba-k ̣ʷ-əw
3SG.H.ABS-REL.IO-belong-Q.N and 3SG.N.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-COP-PRS.NFIN
[arəj a-tekst ʕarəp–bəzs ̂a j-ʕa-qə-z-χ-ta
PROX DEF-text Arab–language 3SG.N.ABS-DIR-LOC-REL.ERG-take-ADV
abaza–bəzs ̂a-la j-a-ta-z-ḳə-z <…> ]?
Abaza–language-INS 3SG.N.ABS-3SG.N.IO-LOC-REL.ERG-hold-PST.NFIN
‘Who and when translated this text from Arabic to Abaza?’ (lit. Who is it
and when is it who took this text from Arabic and put it in Abaza?)

4.4 Questions in complex clauses

In this section I will deal with three further aspects of the morphosyntax of
questions in Abaza, all having to do with complex clauses. These are, first,
embedded questions, second, questions targeting embedded clauses, and, third,
multiple relativization in questions based on complex clauses and other con-
structions sharing a participant.

4.4.1 Embedded questions

Embedded content questions in Abaza are marked in accordance with the
general Northwest Caucasian pattern, i. e. as headless relative clauses (see
Caponigro & Polinsky 2011 on West Circassian; Hewitt 1979a: 32–33, Hewitt
2005: 371 on Abkhaz), consider example (40a) with an absolutive relative,
example (40b) with an indirect object relative, and example (40c) with an
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adjunct relative. Attaching any of the interrogative markers to such relatives
leads to ungrammaticality, as shown in (40b).

(40) Abaza
a. [a-ʒə ́ j-hə-z-ná-χa-z]

DEF-water REL.ABS-1PL.IO-BEN-3SG.N.ERG-do-PST.NFIN
g’ə-r-də́ra-m
NEG-3PL.ERG-know-NEG
‘They don’t know what water did to us.’ (textual example)

b. sará də-z-dər-ə́j-d [c ̣̂a z-m-əw(*-da)]
1SG 3SG.H.ABS-1SG.ERG-know-PRS-DCL apple REL.IO-have-PRS.NFIN(*-Q.H)
‘I know who has apples.’ (elicited)

c. wəẑəjna ́s jə-z-də́r-p ̇
hereafter 3SG.N.ABS-1SG.ERG-know-NPST.DCL
[nbǯ’aʕʷ jə-šə-j-š’ta-nəq ̇ʷ-ə́w-š]
friend 3SG.N.ABS-REL.MNR-3SG.M.IO-LOC-walk-IPF-FUT
‘From now on I’ll know how to behave with friends.’ (textual example)

Note that with argument embedded questions the human vs. non-human class
of the relativized participant is indicated not on the embedded verb, but by the
appropriate cross-referencing prefix in the matrix predicate, contrast the
human absolutive prefix də- in (40b) with the non-human absolutive prefix
jə- in (41).

(41) Abaza (elicited)
j-k ̣a-s ̂á-z jə-w-dər-ə́w-ma?
REL.ABS-LOC-fall-PST.NFIN 3SG.N.ABS-2SG.M.ERG-know-PRS.NFIN-Q
‘Do you (man) know what fell down?’ (elicited)

Embedded alternative questions do not employ the interrogative verbal forms,
either. Embedded propositions with an unknown truth value are encoded either
as a conjunction of the positive and negative versions of the same clause, as in
example (42a), or by means of the conditional converb, as in example (42b). The
use of polar interrogative forms in -ma in any of these contexts leads to
ungrammaticality.

(42) Abaza (elicited)
a. j-ʕa-s-a ́-bə-m-hʷ-əw-ma

3SG.N.ABS-DIR-1SG.IO-DAT-2SG.F.ERG-NEG-say-IPF-Q
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[mə́ma d-ʕá-j-χ-əj d-ʕá-mə-j-χ-əj]
mum 3SG.H.ABS-DIR-go-RE(AOR)-ADD 3SG.H.ABS-DIR-NEG-go-RE(AOR)-ADD
‘Please, tell me9 whether mum has come.’

b. j-g’-sə-z-də́ra-m [waĉə́ kʷa
3SG.N.ABS-NEG-1SG.IO-POT-know-NEG tomorrow rain
ʕa-kʷ-ə́w-šə-ztən]
DIR-rain-IPF-FUT-COND
‘I can’t know if it will rain tomorrow.’

4.4.2 Questions into embedded clauses

Turning to questions targeting embedded clauses, I must admit that I am only
able to give a fairly preliminary account entirely based on elicitation. I have only
tested complement and purpose clauses with a very restricted number of matrix
verbs, albeit with different morphological encoding of the embedded predicate,
i. e. by means of the purposive marker -(r)nəs, the action nominal (masdar)
marker -ra, and the unmarked stem of the verb. With respect to argument
questions, in all cases it is the matrix verb that takes the interrogative suffix,
however, there exists not yet fully understood variation as to which of the two
verbs is relativized. Thus, with the verb ‘want, need’, which in its volitional
sense takes the indirect object experiencer and the purposive form of the
complement, questions targeting the arguments of the embedded clause, absol-
utive and oblique alike, allow relativization only on the embedded verb, while
the interrogative suffix occurs on the matrix verb, cf. examples (43a,b). This
pattern (relativization on an embedded predicate, interrogative suffix on the
main predicate) has been seen before with questions targeting postpositional
objects.

(43) Abaza (elicited)
a. j-ʕá-jə-rnəs w-taq-ə́w-da?

REL.ABS-DIR-go-PURP 2SG.M.IO-need-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Whom do you want to come?’

b. [a-cqá wə́-z-c-ca-rnəs] w-taq-ə́w-da?
DEF-river 2SG.M.ABS-REL.IO-COM-go-PURP 2SG.M.IO-need-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘With whom do you want to go to the river?’

9 Lit. “don’t you tell me?” The negated question is the usual way to form a polite request in
Abaza.
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The same is observed when this verb is used as a deontic modal ‘must’ with
a fossilized non-human indirect object prefix and taking the masdar form of the
embedded verb, consider examples in (44) (and compare the textual example
(33c) above).

(44) Abaza (elicited)
a. [w-a ́ba j-wə-r-ba-ra ́] a-taqə́-ja?

2SG.M.IO-father REL.ABS-2SG.M.ERG-CAUS-see-MSD 3SG.N.IO-need-Q.N
‘What do you have to show to your father?’

b. [a-saɮa ́mŝʔa z-ʕʷ-ra] a-taq-ə́w-da?
DEF-letter REL.ERG-write-MSD 3SG.N.IO-need-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Who should write the letter?’

Note that in both (43) and (44) the absence of the absolutive prefix on the matrix
verb signals, first, that the embedded clause occupies the absolutive position
and, second, that this position is not relativized (since the relative prefix j- is
never omitted).

However, with the verb ‘begin’, encoding the beginner as the absolutive
argument and taking its unmarked clausal complement as an indirect object
introduced by a locative applicative, relativization is obligatory on the matrix
verb and optional on the embedded one, see examples in (45).

(45) Abaza (elicited)
a. [jacə́ wə-z-pχ’a-wa ́]

yesterday 2SG.M.ABS-REL.IO-read-IPF
wə-*(z)-la-ga ́-ja?
2SG.M.ABS-*(REL.IO)-LOC-begin(AOR)-Q.N

b. [jacə́ w-a-pχ’a-wá]
yesterday 2SG.M.ABS-3SG.N.IO-read-IPF
wə-*(z)-la-ga ́-ja?
2SG.M.ABS-*(REL.IO)-LOC-begin(AOR)-Q.N
‘a=b What did you (man) start reading yesterday?’

Yet another pattern is observed in questions targeting purpose clauses with
verbs of motion; here relativization is required on both the embedded and the
matrix verbs, and what is relativized in the latter is the indirect object of the
benefactive applicative. The latter is obviously needed to introduce an extra
argument not subcategorized by the lexical verb; compare the declarative sen-
tence in (46a) with its interrogative counterpart in (46b).
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(46) Abaza (elicited)
a. ápχ’arta s-c-əj-t ̣ [arə́pχ’aʕʷ

DEF.school 1SG.ABS-go-PRS-DCL DEF.teacher
də-z-ba-rnə́s]
3SG.H.ABS-1SG.ERG-see-PURP
‘I am going to school in order to see the teacher.’

b. [jə-w-ba-rnə́s] ápχ’arta
REL.ABS-2SG.M.ERG-see-PURP DEF.school
w-zə-z-ca-wa ́-da?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.IO-BEN-go-IPF-Q.H
‘In order to see whom do you go to school?’ (lit. For whom do you go to
school to see (them)?’

On the basis of the above data it is possible to offer a tentative generalization that
relativization in the matrix clause is required when the embedded clause contain-
ing the questioned participant does not occupy the absolutive position. This is
confirmed by the data on relativization proper, compare example (47a) with the
verb ‘want’ (no relativization in the matrix) and (47b) with the verb ‘start’ (obli-
gatory relativization in the matrix and optional in the embedded clause).

(47) Abaza (elicited)
a. sará arə ́j a ́pχ’aga w-aš’á j-a ́ḳʷ-p ̇

1SG PROX DEF.book 2SG.M.IO-brother 3SG.M.IO-COP-NPST.DCL
jə-z-s-tə́-χə-rnəs s-taq-ə́w
3SG.N.ABS-REL.IO-1SG.ERG-give-RE-PURP 1SG.IO-want/need-PRS.NFIN
‘It is your brother whom I want to give this book.’

b. aba ́r ápχ’aga [jacə́
here DEF.book yesterday
s-á-pχ’a-rnəs / sə-z-pχ’a-rnə́s sə-z-la-ga ́-z]
1SG.ABS-3SG.N.IO-read-PURP / 1SG.ABS-REL.
IO-read-PURP

1SG.ABS-REL.IO-LOC-begin-
PST.NFIN

‘Here is the book that I started reading yesterday.’

The obligatory indexing of the relativized participant of embedded clauses in the
matrix verb has been described for Abkhaz by Hewitt (1979b: 168–182) and for
West Circassian by Lander (2009: 631–643). However, Abaza differs from Abkhaz
in that in the latter such relativization is required regardless of the position of the
embedded clause – e. g. the Abkhaz matrix verb ‘want, need’ takes the absolutive
relative prefix, while the embedded verb remains intact, cf. example (48), which is
a mirror-image of the Abaza pattern in (47a).
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(48) Abkhaz (Hewitt 1979b: 172; transcription and glossing adapted)
[d-bə́-l-ta-rc] jə́-s-taχ-əw
3SG.H.ABS-2SG.M.IO-3SG.F.ERG-give-PURP REL.ABS-1SG.IO-need-PRS.NFIN
a-waɥə ́
DEF-man
‘The man whom I want her to give to you.’

If we now turn to adjunct questions, we observe a still more surprising situation.
First, native speakers tend to favour constructions where only the matrix verb
bears relative and interrogative morphology, even though the question variable
belongs to the embedded clause, consider examples (49a,b) with the questions
about place with the verbs ‘want’ and ‘begin’.10

(49) Abaza (elicited)
a. w-bza ́zə-rnəs j-a-ba ́-w-taq-əw?

2SG.M.ABS-live-PURP 3SG.N.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-2SG.M.IO-need-PRS.NFIN
‘Where do you want to live?’

b. wə-n-χa-wa ́ w-a-ba ́-la-ga?
2SG.M.ABS-LOC-work-IPF 2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-LOC-begin(AOR)
‘Where did you start working?’

The alternative pattern which some of my consultants allow with the verb ‘want,
need’ features both the embedded and the matrix verb bearing relative and
interrogative prefixes, consider example (50a), parallel to example (49a), and
example (50b) with the same predicate used as a deontic modal.

(50) Abaza (elicited)
a. %w-a-ba ́-bzazə-rnəs

2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-live-PURP
j-a-ba ́-w-taq-əw?
3SG.N.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-2SG.M.IO-need-PRS.NFIN
‘=(49a)’

b. %rusla ́n d-an-ba ́-ʕa-gəl-ra
Ruslan 3SG.H.ABS-REL.TEMP-Q.ADV-DIR-stand-MSD

an-bá-taq-əw?
REL.TEMP-Q.ADV-need-PRS.NFIN
‘When should Ruslan get up?’

10 An anonymous reviewer suggests that this situation can be indicative of clause union or
restructuring. At present, however, I have no independent evidence that would speak in favour
of such an analysis.
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In non-interrogative constructions involving relativization, both options are
attested with the verb ‘need, want’, i. e. relativization just on the matrix verb, as
in example (51a), and both on the matrix and the embedded verb, as in exam-
ples (51b).

(51) Abaza (elicited)
a. wará arə ́j a-pájš’ aḳʷ-p ̇ wə́-c ̂-ra

2SG.N PROX DEF-room COP-NPST.DCL 2SG.M.ABS-sleep-MSD

ʔa-taq-ə́w
REL.LOC-need-PRS.NFIN

b. wará arə ́j a-pájš’ aḳʷ-p ̇ w-ʔá-c ̂-ra
2SG.N PROX DEF-room COP-NPST.DCL 2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-sleep-MSD

ʔa-taq-ə́w
REL.LOC-need-PRS.NFIN
‘a=b It’s this room that you should sleep in.’

Such doubling of the interrogative morphology is marginally attested in other
complement constructions as well, e. g. with the verb ‘say’ in example (52a), but
consistently rejected with others, like with the verb ‘begin’ in example (52b).

(52) Abaza (elicited)
a. %w-a ́ba w-a-ba ́-c ̣̂a-zla-rnəs

2SG.N.IO-father 2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-sit-DYN-PURP
j-a-ba ́-j-hʷa-z?
3SG.N.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-3SG.M.ERG-say-PST.NFIN
‘Where did your father tell you to sit?’

b. *w-a-ba ́-n-χa-wa w-a-ba ́-la-ga?
2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-LOC-
work-IPF

2SG.M.ABS-REL.LOC-Q.ADV-LOC-
begin(AOR)

intended: ‘Where did you start working?’ (cf. 49b)

Note that the option of omitting the adverbial interrogative prefix from any of
the verbs, matrix and embedded alike, leaving it with just the appropriate
adverbial relativizer, is consistently rejected. Such doubling of interrogative
morphology, although reminiscent of the so-called wh-scope marking attested
in various languages (see e. g. Dayal 1994, Dayal 2000),11 remains puzzling in
the context of Abaza.

11 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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4.4.3 Multiple relativization with shared arguments

Northwest Caucasian languages have a rather peculiar morphosyntactic rule
requiring that all pronominal indexes coreferential to the relativized argument
(including, of course, arguments targeted in questions) be substituted by the
appropriate relative prefixes – the so-called multiple relativization (see O’Herin
2002: 264–265 for Abaza, Hewitt 1979b: 163, 167 for Abkhaz, and especially
Lander 2009 for West Circassian). The peculiarity of multiple relativization lies
in that, first, it creates a situation when a morphosyntactic operation targeting a
clause also affects clauses subordinate to it, and, second, it tracks co-reference
relations not marked explicitly without relativization. In more technical terms,
multiple relativization overtly marks relations of syntactic operator-binding,
which in other environments are often left implicit.

Multiple relativization may operate in three types of domains, viz. in com-
plex clauses with shared participants, in simple clauses with a coreference
relation between the possessor of an argument and its co-argument, and even
in single verbal forms. Let us first consider simple clauses. Example (53a) shows
a clause with a possessed argument; the 3rd person possessor prefix on the
nominal allows both a bound (‘his own’) and a free (‘someone else’s’) interpre-
tation. When a question targeting the absolutive argument of this sentence is
formed, there are two marking options for the possessor of the locative phrase:
either with the personal prefix and an obligatorily free interpretation in (53b), or
with the relative prefix and an obligatorily bound reading in (53c). Thus multiple
relativization effectively disambiguates between the two readings available for
simplex clauses.

(53) Abaza (elicited)
a. ji/j-pa ́jš’ dəi-ʕʷna-ĉ̣a ́-b

3SG.M.IO-room 3SG.H.ABS-LOC-sit-NPST.DCL
i. ‘S/hei stays in hisj (someone else’s) room.’
ii. ‘He stays in his own room.’

b. jj/*i-pa ́jš’ jəi-ʕʷna-c ̣̂-ə́w-da?
3SG.M.IO-room REL.ABS-LOC-sit-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Whoi stays in hisj (someone else’s) room?’

c. zi/*j-pa ́jš’ jəi-ʕʷna-c ̣̂-wə́-da?
REL.IO-room REL.ABS-LOC-sit-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Whoi stays in his/heri own room?’

The same occurs in complex clauses, consider examples (54a–c) with the matrix
verb ‘want’:
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(54) Abaza (elicited)
a. di/j-sə́-c-na-jə-rnəs jə-li-taqə ́-b

3SG.H.ABS-1SG.IO-COM-DIR-go-PURP 3SG.N.ABS-3SG.F.IO-need-NPST.DCL
i. ‘She wants to go with me.’
ii. ‘She wants him/her to go with me.’

b. dj/*i-sə ́-c-na-jə-rnəs jə-zi-taq-ə́w-da?
3SG.H.ABS-1SG.IO-COM-DIR-go-PURP 3SG.N.ABS-REL.IO-need-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Whoi wants him/herj/*i to go with me?’

c. ji/*j-sə́-c-na-jə-rnəs jə-zi-taq-ə́w-da?
REL.ABS-1SG.IO-COM-DIR-go-PURP 3SG.N.ABS-REL.IO-need-PRS.NFIN-Q.H
‘Who wants to go with me?’

Finally, the same phenomenon can be observed within single verbal forms.
Reflexivization of verbs with indirect objects is expressed by doubling the
relevant pronominal prefix, as in example (55a); in accordance with the multiple
relativization rule, in relative and interrogative forms targeting the subject of
such verbs the relative prefix is also doubled, see example (55b).

(55) Abaza (elicited)
a. hara ́ č ̣ə́c-ra š’árda hi-həi-r-də́r-d.

we new-MSD many 1PL.IO-1PL.ERG-CAUS-know(AOR)-DCL
‘We learned (lit. caused ourselves to know) a lot of new things.’

b. awəj zi-zəi-r-də́r-wa-z-da?
that REL.IO-REL.ERG-CAUS-know-IPF-PST.NFIN-Q.H
‘Who learned that?’

This does not occur in absolutive (direct-object) reflexives, which employ the
reflexive prefix č-; the latter is not substituted by the relative prefix, see exam-
ples in (56). On reflexivization in Abaza see Arkadiev & Durneva (submitted).

(56) Abaza (elicited)
a. a-ʕʷə́ga a-pnə́ čə-z-ba-χ-ə́j-t ̣

DEF-mirror 3SG.N.IO-at RFL.ABS-1SG.ERG-see-RE-PRS-DCL
‘I see myself in the mirror.’

b. zən-g’ə ́j a-ʕʷə ́ga a-pnə́
one.time-ADD DEF-mirror 3SG.N.IO-at
čə-zə-m-ba ́-s-da?
RFL.ABS-REL.ERG-NEG-see-NONDUM-Q.H
‘Who has never seen oneself in the mirror?’
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5 Discussion and conclusions

Having described the formation of interrogative verbal forms in Abaza, with
primary attention to content questions, let us now discuss its typological sig-
nificance and possible historical origins.

5.1 A typological rarissimum

It is clear that the expression of content questions by means of productive affixal
morphology found in Abaza and, mutatis mutandis, in Abkhaz, is typologically
uncommon if not downright unique (see Plank 2018 for a discussion of the
possible causes of the rarity of interrogative inflection). The only other lan-
guages reported in the literature where some content interrogatives are
expressed by verbal morphology is Baure (Arawak, Danielsen 2007: 368–370)
and Marind (Anim, Olsson 2017: 556–557), see examples (57a) with a nominali-
zation in Baure and (58a) with an interrogative auxiliary construction in Marind.
In both of these, the synthetic interrogative constructions are restricted to just a
small subset of content questions (location in Baure and manner in Marind),
with the majority of questions employing some type of independent interroga-
tive words, cf. examples (57b) and (58b). Note that in both synthetic and analytic
interrogative constructions Baure and Marind employ similar verbal morphol-
ogy, i. e. nominalization (Baure) and “locative orientation” and dedicated inter-
rogative marking (Marind).

(57) Baure (Arawak, Bolivia; glossing slightly adapted)
a. pi=toraki-yi-no te him čo-po-ča?

2SG=find-LOC-NML DEM.M fish big-CLF:tiny-AUG
‘Where did you find this big fish?’ (Danielsen 2007: 368)

b. kon to niko-no to kanikon?
who/what ART eat-NML ART food
‘Who will eat the food?’ (Danielsen 2007: 360)

(58) Marind (Anim, Indonesia, New Guinea; glossing slightly adapted)
a. nda-ha-b–w-a hi-γ?

LOR-Q-ACT[3SG.A]–3SG.U-AUX fall-2SG.U
‘How did you fall?’ (Olsson 2017: 556)

b. en nda-ha-b–hamat-a?
where LOR-Q-ACT[3SG.A]–many.sit-EXT
‘Where are they sitting?’ (Olsson 2017: 554)
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A different case is presented by the Eskimoan languages, where interrogative
words can either be used independently or attach regular verbalizing morphology,
thus yielding interrogative verbal forms (see e. g. Sadock 1984: 204–206 on West
Greenlandic), see examples (59a–b), which, however, are treated by Sadock as
“lexicalized” and thus rather fall into the category of interrogative verbs (Hagège
2008). Derived interrogative predicates of a partly similar kind are also attested in
Wakashan languages, see Rose (1981: 106–109) on Kyuquot and Davidson (2002:
287–288) on Nuu-chah-nulth, see examples (60a–b).

(59) West Greenlandic (Eskimoan, Greenland; glossing slightly adapted)
a. Sumik nerivit?

what.INS eat.Q.2SG
‘What are you eating?’ (Sadock 1984: 204)

b. Sutorpit?
what.consume.Q.2SG
‘=a’ (Sadock 1984: 205)

(60) Nuu-chah-nulth (Wakashan, British Columbia; glossing slightly adapted;
Davidson 2002: 287)
a. waˑsi=ḥa Tom waˑ=ʔat=si

where-Q Tom say=PINV=1SG
‘“Where is Tom?” he asked me.’

b. waˑs-ca-čiƛ=ʔaƛ=ḥa
where-go.to-PFV=TEMP=Q

‘Where has he gone?’

What makes the interrogative verbal forms in Eskimoan and Wakashan lan-
guages sharply different from those of Abaza is the fact that the former are based
on independently occurring interrogative roots attaching regular verbalizing and
verbal morphology, while the latter are inflectional forms built from ordinary
verbal lexical stems by means of (partly specialized) morphology. As said above,
Abaza lacks any kind of lexical interrogatives.

Incorporation of interrogative words as attested, e. g. in Nivkh, is also a
phenomenon distinct from the Abaza interrogative inflection, even though, as
will be discussed in the next subsection, the latter may historically go back to the
former. First, incorporation of interrogative words is just a subtype of the more
general phenomenon of nominal incorporation, cf. examples (61a–b) from Nivkh
showing parallel behaviour of interrogative words and ordinary nouns. Second, in
languages with incorporation interrogatives can still occur as independent words.
Thus, in Nivkh, where incorporation (“dependent-head synthesis”, see Mattissen
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2003, 2017), inter alia, is signalled by root-initial consonant alternations
(Mattissen 2003: 44–53; Nedjalkov & Otaina 2013: 15–17, 25–28), it is the object
which is normally incorporated into the verb, as in (61a–b), while the subject
occurs as a free word, as in (61c).

(61) Nivkh (isolate, Russian Far East)
a. atak k’e-seu-ḑ

grandfather net-dry-IND/NML

‘Grandfather dried the net.’ (Mattissen 2003: 137)
b. if aŋ-q’a-ḑ?

3SG who-shoot-IND/NML

‘Who did he shoot at?’ (Mattissen 2003: 151)
c. aŋ χa-ḑ?

who shoot-IND/NML

‘Who shoot at it?’ (Mattissen 2003: 151)

Moreover, the strategy of content question formation in Abaza and Abkhaz is
unique in the context of their own language family: both Circassian languages
and Ubykh use interrogative pronouns of the familiar kind, even though Ubykh
allows some of its interrogative pronouns to procliticize to the verb (Fenwick
2011: 83–86, 134). Consider, for instance, the following examples from Besleney
Kabardian12:

(62) Besleney Kabardian (textual examples)
a. xet wə-q ̇e-z-ʁe-ḳw-a-r?

who 2SG.ABS-DIR-REL.ERG-CAUS-go-PST-ABS
‘Who sent you here?’

b. sjə hje q ̇ə-ž’-jə-s-ʔe-ne-xe-r?
what PTCL [REL.ABS]DIR-LOC-DAT-1SG.ERG-say-FUT-PL-ABS
‘What can I tell?’

c. tene wə-q ̇-jə-č ̣’-a?
where 2SG.ABS-DIR-LOC-go.out-PST
‘Where are you from?’

Note that in the Besleney examples (62a) and (62b), showing questions targeting
arguments, the clause has pseudoclefted structure with the main predicate
relativized and bearing the absolutive case marker. However, the adjunct

12 The Besleney Kabardian examples come from the oral narratives collected in the village
Ulyap (Krasnogvardejsky district, Republic Adygeya) during fieldtrips in 2011–2013.
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interrogative in (62c) shows a simple clause structure with a finite verb.
Pseudoclefted adjunct interrogatives are possible in Circassian languages,
though appear to be a less frequent option, consider the West Circassian exam-
ple (63) with the main verb furnished with an indirect object relative prefix
introduced by a locative applicative.

(63) West Circassian (textual example)
təd-a wə-z-šʼ-je-ǯʼe-re-r?
where-Q 2SG.ABS-REL.IO-LOC-DAT-learn-DYN-ABS
‘Where do you study?’

Despite their typological uniqueness, the peculiar interrogative verbal morphol-
ogy of Abaza and Abkhaz naturally falls out from an interaction of several more
general strategies common for all Northwest Caucasian languages, i. e. (i) the
cross-linguistically common formation of content questions by means of pseu-
doclefts with headless relative clauses, (ii) morphological marking of relativiza-
tion by means of prefixes forming an integral part of the general cross-
referencing paradigm, coupled with (iii) a highly elaborated expression of
grammatical and semantic roles of participants in the polysynthetic verbal
complex, including not only the core arguments, but arguments introduced by
various specialized applicatives and even some adjuncts as well. The conjunc-
tion of these three factors appears to be the necessary prerequisite for the
emergence of such a strategy of marking of content questions as we observe in
Abaza, however, it is clearly insufficient. Indeed, all of the properties (i)–(iii) are
to a greater or lesser extent attested in the other Northwest Caucasian languages,
yet none of the latter has developed interrogative verbal morphology.

5.2 Towards a diachronic explanation

The most important and peculiar part of the Abaza interrogative verbal morphol-
ogy are the question markers -da, -ja and -ba-, in conjunction with a conspic-
uous lack of any counterparts to the Circassian or Ubykh interrogative pronouns.
The most obscure of these is the adverbial interrogative prefix -ba-, whose
origins are unclear (see tentative suggestions in Genko 1955: 109; Idiatov 2007:
272, fn. 31; cf. also Bgažba 1964: 191 fn. 1, 196 for the corresponding prefix in
Abkhaz) and whose occurrence in the midst of the prefixal string hardly betrays
any clear origin as an independent word. However, the argument interrogative
suffixes, which, first, occupy the rightmost position in the verbal form and seem
to never bear stress, and, second, as has been mentioned above, appear to
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contain the regular third person singular absolutive prefixes of the human (d-)
resp. non-human (j-) class (cf. Genko 1955: 107), point to a hypothesis about the
possible origins of the argument interrogative forms. The latter could stem from
a univerbation of the original pseudocleft constructions with a generic question
word in the predicate position, which must have undergone phonological ero-
sion and cliticization. Indeed, for Abkhaz, the human interrogative suffix -da
is claimed to go back to the synchronically existing independent question word
d-árban ‘who’, where d- is the 3rd person human absolutive prefix (cf. Aristava
et al. 1968: 119; Šakryl 1961: 84), see the schema in (64).

(64) Abkhaz (Hewitt 1979a: 10–11, transcription and glossing adapted)
j-aa-z d-árban > j-áa(-z)-da
REL.ABS-come-PST.NFIN 3SG.H.ABS-Q REL.ABS-come(-PST.NFIN)-Q.H
‘Who came?’

This scenario finds possible support in the data from Coptic, where one type of
interrogative construction involves “focalizing” verbal forms, the so-called “sec-
ond” or “relative tenses”, at least historically identical to those used in relativ-
ization (Reintges 2007; Haspelmath 2015: 135–140), and an incorporated
interrogative word postposed to it (Grossman 2014: 10–16), see example (65).

(65) Sahidic Coptic (Afroasiatic > Egyptian; Grossman 2014: 13)
ere-oueš-ou
FOC/REL.2SG.F-want-what
‘You want what?’

The diachronic scenario outlined above, plausible as it may seem, encounters certain
complications precisely when comparative data from Abkhaz is taken into account.
The problem arises with the non-human interrogative suffix, which in Abkhaz is -j,
not -ja (see e. g. Hewitt 1979a: 12–15), see example (66a), and, moreover, can appear
not only in argument questions but in adjunct questions as well, see example (66b).
(The latter use is reported to be absent in the Bzyp dialect, Bgažba 1964: 191).

(66) Abkhaz (Hewitt 1979a: 12, 14, transcription and glossing adapted)
a. j-aa-χ’é-j?

REL.ABS-come-PRF-Q.N
‘What has already come?’

b. d-an-bá-ce-j?
3SG.H.ABS-REL.TEMP-Q.ADV-go-Q.N
‘When did he go?’
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Moreover, the admittedly cognate interrogative suffix -j is used to mark all
types of content questions in Ubykh (Fenwick 2011: 133–134), which does not
employ relativization in its question formation featuring question words in
argument and adjunct positions, as evidenced by examples (67a–b).

(67) Ubykh (Fenwick 2011: 133–134, transcription and glossing adapted)
a. jəne ́ š’ə-n ʁe-s ̂wə-wt ̣w-q ̇é-ne-j?

this who-OBL LOC-2PL.ERG-take.out-PST-PL-Q
‘From whom did you (pl) take this?’

b. sabe we-bəjwəq ̇wˁe–dəwšeq ̇e-n wə-je-q ̇e-j?
why PROX-shepherd–poor-OBL 2SG.ABS-[3SG.OBL]hit-PST-Q
‘Why did you hit that poor shepherd?’

Thus even though it would be tempting to propose for the Abaza non-human
interrogative -ja an origin similar to that hypothesized for the human inter-
rogative -da, i. e. from the cliticization of a reduced version of something like
the Abkhaz non-human question word j-árban (Hewitt 1979a: 13), it may well be
the case that the Abaza-Abkhaz interrogative forms with -j(a) and -da may have
different origins. Indeed, that their symmetry observed in Abaza may rather be
an innovation is suggested by the fact that the -ja variant of the suffix is found
only in the Tapanta dialect (Čkadua 1970: 18).

Regardless of the necessarily speculative diachronic scenarios leading to their
emergence, I hope to have shown that the Abaza (and Abkhaz) interrogative
verbal forms make a valuable and unique contribution to the linguists’ under-
standing of the ways content questions can be formed, as well as of the extent to
which morphology can take over the functions of syntax in polysynthetic lan-
guages. It remains to be hoped that further descriptive and cross-linguistic work
on typologically peculiar interrogative constructions is conducted before many of
them yield to more trivial ones due to either language shift or convergence.13

Abbreviations: 1 — 1st person; 2 — 2nd person; 3 — 3rd person; A — actor; ABS —
absolutive; ACT — actualis; ADD — additive; ADV — adverbial; AOR — aorist; ART —
article; AUG — augmentative; AUX — auxiliary; BEN — benefactive; CAUS — causa-
tive; CLF— classifier; COM— comitative; COND— conditional; COP— copula; DAT—
dative; DCL— declarative; DEF— definite; DEM— demonstrative; DIR— directional;

13 This appears to have happened in the variety of Abaza spoken in Turkey; as shown by
Dumézil (1968: 276), the originally predicative question words də ́zda ‘who’ and zəc ̣̂ə ́ja ‘what’
now function as interrogative pronouns in non-pseudoclefted clauses, while the interrogative
verbal morphology has fallen into misuse.
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DIST— distal; DYN— dynamic; ELAT— elative; EMP— emphatic; ERG— ergative; EXT
— extended; F — feminine; FOC — focus; FUT — future; H — human; INC —
inchoative; IND — indicative; INDF — indefinite; INS — instrumental; INTF — inten-
sifier; INTR — intransitive; IO — indirect object; IPF — imperfective; LOC — locative;
LOR — locational orientation; M — masculine; MAL — malefactive; MNR — manner;
MOD—modal; MSD—masdar; N— non-human; NEG— negation; NFIN— non-finite;
NML— nominalization; NONDUM— ‘not yet’ tense; NPST— nonpast; OBL— oblique;
PFV — perfective; PINV — passive-inverse; PL — plural; POSS — possessive; POT —
potential; PR — possessor; PRF — perfect; PROX — proximal; PRS — present; PST —
past; PTCL— particle; PURP — purposive; Q — question marker; RE— refactive; REL
— relativizer; RFL — reflexive; RSN — reason; SG— singular; TEMP— temporal; U—
undergoer.
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